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Subject: Weekly update, CIA team

Body:

Following the July Board meeting, CIA team has been preparing the Federal Register notice (a lengthy and 

complex process) in addition to readying the May documents for transfer to NARA. We are also making 

preparations for representatives from CIA to examine the Board decisions from the past meeting, as is 

usual.Thursday, CIA team will spend the day at HRG learning more about the microfilm portion of the JFK 

papers. At that time we will begin to examine material identified by CIA as nonrelevant to the assassination, to 

determine whether it is indeed nonrelevant. For those groups of records that we agree are nonrelevant, we 

will write short summaries stating briefly and in unclassified terms what they are about as well as including a 

statement to the effect that we have determined that these records have no bearing upon or relationship to 

JFK's assassination. This will be done by folder, box, or some other grouping of records, not document by 

document. All this is in preparation for the August public hearing, for which we will provide the Board with 

samples of our work.In addition to above, we are concurrently beginning to review more records for the 

August meeting. These will be primarily from boxes 6-10 of the JFK collection. At the same time, we are 

making every effort, with HRG, to clean up remaining documents from the Oswald file. Most of these (about 

60 documents) are ones that HRG has to account for. Of these, Barry reports that approximately 20 will be 

consent releases, approximately 20 more are document processing problems (missing pages, etc.) that are 

being cleared up, and a few require further 3rd Agency coordination. This leaves about 15-20 documents that 

they are still researching (indexing problems, etc.). We have about a dozen and a half Oswald file records here 

that require further third Agency coordination (almost entirely FBI). Apart from those records, we've cleared 

just about everything out. Short notes (but still newsworthy): Manuel has completed the classified name trace 

data base, located in the Skif. Michelle and I joined Jeremy for an interview of Gestetner on Thursday. And 

we're all preparing, with great reluctance, for Michelle's departure. She's been a super member of the team. 

Perhaps the Board would like to acknowledge this in some way?
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